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We have corrected a problem in our computational co
that determined the normal-state resistance. In general
find a reduction ofRn when the correlations are large an
there is more than one plane in the barrier. The reductio
Rn affects four figures from the original paper, and affe
the conjecture about ‘‘intrinsic pinholes.’’

We discovered that our calculations had not fully co
verged for the interacting density of states and self energy
small frequencies. This created numerical errors in the
culation of the resistance via the Kubo formula. The er
has now been corrected and all resistances recalculated
error does not affect the superconducting properties at
since they were calculated with a different imaginary-a
code.

We show a corrected plot of the Josephson critical c
rent, the normal-state resistanceRn , and the characteristic
voltageI cRn for the single plane and two-plane barriers. T
plots are on a semilogarithmic scale. The main differenc
in the characteristic voltageI cRn in Fig. 4~c!. The optimiza-
tion now occurs at the ballistic metal limit ofU→0, where
the I cRn product approaches the product of the bulk critic
current times the Sharvin resistance, which is 0.287t/e
51.45D/e. As UFK increases, the characteristic voltage d
creases and becomes flat as expected by the Ambega
Baratoff limit. The results for the two-plane barrier are mo
fied significantly. The reduction ofI cRn is more dramatic for
moderate scattering, and as we move into an insulating
rier, we also reproduce the Ambegaokar-Baratoff result,
the unphysical increase withUFK has disappeared.

Next we show the corrected figure for the moderat
thick barrier~with Nb55). The critical current, normal-stat
resistance, and characteristic voltage are plotted in Fig. 9
Nb55 ~diamond!. The characteristic voltage has interesti
behavior. Starting at a value about 20% less than
Ambegaokar-Baratoff limit in the metallic regime, the vo
age initially decreases with correlation strength, then ha
rapid increase starting at the metal-insulator transition, rea
ing a maximum near the Ambegaokar-Baratoff result~up to
the values ofUFK that we can safely determine theI cRn
product!. Junctions in this correlated regime do see an
hancement of the characteristic voltage on the insulating
of the metal-insulator transition, but the enhancement is
most only 20–30 % higher than in the thin tunnel junction

The thick barrier junctionNb520 has the most significan
corrections. We find that the calculations become untrustw
thy when UFK becomes too large. We show results up
UFK56, but it is possible theI cRn product is too large there
due to an overestimate of the critical currentI c , as can be
inferred by the slight upturn in theI c data in panel~a!.
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The critical current, normal-state resistance, and cha
teristic voltage appear in Fig. 11. One can see the me
insulator transition clearly in theI c curve. Within the metal,
the critical current has an exponential dependence onUFK ;
within the insulator it has a different exponential depe
dence. In the transition region, it decreases most sharply.
resistance shows the expected behavior as well. One
clearly see the metal-insulator transition as the region wh
the conductivity changes its functional dependence shar
Note, however, that the characteristic voltage is severely
fected by the correlations. It has an initial decrease, as s
for thinner junctions, as we introduce scattering into t
metal, but the behavior may change at the metal-insula
transition, and be converted into an upturn, but it is diffic
to gauge the accuracy of our results whenUFK becomes too
large.

We summarize the corrected characteristic voltage dat
follows. The characteristic voltage is limited in the metal
regime by the bulk critical current of the superconduc
multiplied by the junction resistance for a clean barrier~the
so-called ‘‘planar contact’’ limit!. This value is approxi-
mately 1.31D/e, which is about 8% smaller than th
Ambegaokar-Baratoff result for an insulating barrier. As t

FIG. 4. ~a! Critical current,~b! normal-state resistance, and~c!
characteristic voltage of the Josephson junctions as a function o
Falicov-Kimball interaction within the barrier. The circular symbo
are forNb51 and the squares are forNb52. Note how the critical
current decreases and the junction resistance increases as exp
and how the characteristic voltage does not depend too strongl
the correlation strength. The dependence on correlation strengt
the bilayer junction is stronger than for the thin junction. T
dashed line in~c! is the Ambegaokar-Baratoff prediction.
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FIG. 9. ~a! Critical current,~b! normal-state resistance, and~c!
characteristic voltage of theNb55 ~diamond! junction. The metal-
insulator transition can be seen in the critical current~a! and~more
easily! in the resistance~b!, as the regions where the slope of th
curves changes most dramatically. In the strongly correlated in
lating regime, we find the exponential decay of the current~and
increase of the resistance! has a different slope than in the corr
lated metal regime. The characteristic voltage~c! has complex be-
havior: it first decreases in the metallic regime, then has a ra
increase starting at the metal-insulator transition~the Ambegaokar-
Baratoff prediction is the dashed line!.

FIG. 11. ~a! Critical current,~b! normal-state resistance, and~c!
characteristic voltage of theNb520 ~triangle! junctions. Note how
the thick junction behaves much like the bulk material. The me
insulator transition can be clearly seen in the critical current an
the resistance, as the regions where the slope of the curves ch
most dramatically. In the strongly correlated insulating regime,
find what appears to be an upturn of theI cRn product, but it is
difficult for us to estimate the error in theUFK56 data point. For
larger UFK values, we are unable to find accurate results for
calculations. The dashed line is the Ambegaokar-Baratoff pre
tion.
09990
correlations increase,I c decreases to be much below the bu
critical current of the junction, andRn increases. The char
acteristic voltage has a rich behavior. For the thin junct
(Nb51) it is maximized in the ballistic metal regime, i
depressed as scattering is introduced, and becomes con
for the insulator. As the thickness increases toNb52, we
continue to see the initial depression, but it is stronger h
and then is followed by the constant value again in the in
lator. For barrier thicknesses on the order of the correlat
length (Nb55), the behavior is more complex. The voltag
initially decreases with correlation strength, then has a ra
rise at the metal-insulator transition; we believe it w
achieve a maximal value for some large value ofUFK but we
cannot push our calculations beyondUFK510. The
Ambegaokar-Baratoff picture does not hold here, asI cRn
depends on the bulk insulating gap in this regime. Finally
the thick junction regime (Nb520), the characteristic volt-
age has an interesting dependence on the correla
strength. It also shows the depression as scattering is in
duced, and it appears to have a turn-over to increase onc
metal-insulator transition is passed, but we are unable
push our calculations beyondUFK56 here. Note that the
characteristic voltage must decrease when the correlate
sulator is made thick enough, because the critical curr
decreases exponentially with the thickness, but the resista
will grow only linearly with the thickness as one enters t
bulk ‘‘Ohmic scaling’’ region. The conclusion that can b
drawn from this is that one requires a careful tuning of t
thickness of the barrier, the proximity to the metal-insula
transition, and the operating temperature to optimize
properties of a junction.

In the corrected Fig. 12, we plot the characteristic volta
~in units of D/e) versus the ratio of the barrier coheren
length ~determined from the fit of the critical current an
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FIG. 12. Characteristic voltage plotted versus the inverse of
effective thickness of the barrier on a log-log plot. Using the cor
lation length extracted from the fit, allows us to plot the charac
istic voltage against a measure of the Thouless energyETh

52pkBTjb
2/Nb

2 . Such a plot should show scaling behavior, acco
ing to the quasiclassical theory; we find this to be approximat
true for the metallic junctions (UFK52, circles; andUFK54,
squares!, but the correlated insulating barrier has a different dep
dence on the barrier thickness. Note the start of the crossover in
Rn from tunneling-like behavior, where it increases exponentia
with thickness, to a linear-scaling regime, as expected in the b
‘‘Ohmic-transport’’ limit.
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equivalent to the Thouless length! to the barrier thickness
The results for metallic junctionsUFK52,4 are essentially
unchanged. The correlated-insulator results,UFK56, how-
ever, show different behavior, remaining flat for a wid
range of thicknesses and then starting to turn over at
thickest junction we can perform the calculation atNb520.
One may wish to conclude from Fig. 12 that correlated in
lating barriers are superior to metallic barriers since the
rameterjb /Nb can be reduced to much smaller values th
in the metallic cases before the characteristic voltage
comes reduced. But such a view is erroneous, because
significantly smaller values ofjb for the insulating barriers
means that the barrier thicknesses where the characte
voltage starts to decrease are indeed smaller for the co
lated insulator. We are no longer able to say what happ
for much thicker junctions. WhileI cRn may decrease faste
than expected, and create the ‘‘intrinsic pinhole’’ effect d
cussed in our original paper, we no longer have suffici
evidence to support that scenario. In the inset, the resist
shows a less dramatic dependence on thickness than
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previously. There is now a smooth crossover from an ex
nential increase to a more linear scaling, which is expecte
the bulk ‘‘Ohmic scaling’’ regime.

In conclusion, we have found the main effect of the c
rected values for the resistances to produce results for
characteristic voltage that are more physical. We no lon
are able to say whether a thick correlated insulator will d
velop the appearance of ‘‘intrinsic pinholes’’ because we c
not perform calculations for too thick junctions. Our resu
do indicate promise in moderately thick junctions with ba
riers tuned close to the metal-insulator transition, but it do
not seem like the enhancement in switching speed would
more than 20–30 %.
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